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1. Coding Interview University

This is an excellent Github repository for new software engineers or those who are making a career switch from web

development to software engineering.

https://t.co/XhSiW457Zk

2. Awesome Interview Questions

It is a curated list of a variety of coding interview questions to test your knowledge. This repository is suitable for almost

every role related to the field of software engineering and development.

https://t.co/GI9YFM8wkf

3. The System Design Primer

This repository serves as a fantastic reference to various system design topics.

Even if you are new to system design, this resource covers every principle and topic you need to know from the ground up.

https://t.co/i0XqHanaiA

4. Interview Handbook

If you want to land a job but you are completely new to the entire process, this repository is a perfect place to find practical

content that covers everything related to a technical interview.

https://t.co/uZVlb7vLj7
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5. Interview

This repository is very similar to the Awesome Interview Questions repository discussed earlier.

It is essentially a curated list of various lectures, resources, books, and other such material to help you ace your coding

interviews.

https://t.co/dTwO2cDvHU

6. JavaScript Algorithms

As the name suggests, the sole purpose of this repository is to prepare you for coding interviews that require JavaScript.

It contains examples of many popular algorithms and data structures implemented in JavaScript.

https://t.co/tV4TN0mlH6

7. JavaScript Interview Questions & Answers

This Github repository aims to provide a summary of the most common and frequently asked questions.

This repo also contains coding exercises as well as a PDF version.

https://t.co/6WpaQmBf95

Thank you for Reading ♥■

I hope you all make it to your dream company.

Cheers!!!

____

I'm also sharing content on Instagram too. Please consider supporting me there too ■

https://t.co/ATZFhGAmYP
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